
Auto-Pyjama Transport  

For Open Trailer Transportation 
 
 
 
 

Auto-Pyjama "Transport"  has been specially designed for safe, protective, speed-resistant open 

trailer transportation, offering reliable protection against rain, hail, dust, dirt, flies and small flying 

objects. The Auto-Pyjama "Transport" is the ideal solution for open transportation of valuable 

cars and motorbikes, be it to trade-shows, race-tracks, club meetings or car auctions. These 

covers are made of a tough, reinforced, woven polyester silver fabric, padded on the inside by a 

4-layered soft and gentle Auto-Storm lining, offering reliable cushioning protection during windy 

and stormy transport conditions. Complete with 8 commercial quality tie-down straps and heavy-

duty ITW Nexus snap-buckles for a quick, safe and secure tight fit. To clean, just wipe with 

warm water and some mild All Purpose cleaner. Rinse well and hang to dry. 

Auto-Pyjama "Transport" has been manufactured to strict quality specifications. Direct or 

indirect damage, be it to the vehicle or the cover itself (sharp edges, travel conditions 

etc) is beyond our control and liability. A maximum transport speed of 80km/h - 50mph, 

depending on weather conditions is recommended. 

 

Instructions: 

1. First cover the car with the Auto-Storm car cover. This will provide for protective padding 

during transportation. 

2. Place the Auto-Pyjama Transport cover over the Auto-Storm cover. 

3. Connect the 5 shorter straps to the snap-buckles on one side of the cover. 

4. Pass the straps under the car, to the other side. Connect to the snap-buckles on the 

opposite side. Pull on the end of the strap to achieve a tight, snug fit. 

5. Now strap the three longer straps around the whole car, one below the front wind-screen, 

one around the center of the car and one below the back wind-screen. Proper tight 

strapping will prevent loose flapping of material and subsequently protect the car 

from chaffing of the bodywork during windy transportation conditions. 

6. There are 3 loops located at the front and the back of the Transport cover. These loops can 

be used to prevent the ends the cover from blowing upwards during transportation. Pass a 

cord through these loops and secure to one of the black straps underneath the car. There 

are also two grommets located at the sides of the cover. These grommets allow for the use 

of a cable and lock, available as an accessory. 


